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AN APPROACH TO EVALUATING POSITIONS

6 An Approach to Evaluating Positions

“Should I be evaluating the position every 5
moves? Or every 10 moves? Or how often?” is a
question I have frequently been asked in some
form or another. The simple truth is that we are
making judgements on every move and we must
keep the evaluation of the position in mind in every position. At all times you should be aware of
the objective evaluation of the position and how
we stand. After all, you want to choose a move
that you evaluate as superior to another move. If
we evaluate the position as losing, we want to
look for the move that gives us the best chance of
drawing. If we believe we have a slight advantage, then we need to consider moves that we
think will maintain this advantage. Chess is a
logical game and the evaluation of every position always comes about as the understandable
result of the previous play. Ideally our advantages from the opening will last and we will be
able to build on them. First, it is important to discuss what having an advantage really means.

What is an Advantage?
An advantage in chess is either short-term (dynamic) or long-term (static) in nature, and it
makes sense always to distinguish between the
two when assessing that one side is better. As a
matter of clarity and personal preference, I usually try to avoid claiming an advantage (presenting myself with a burden of proof) which is
based on weak positional fundamentals. By fundamentals, I am referring to basic aspects of the
position that are of a relatively permanent nature. An example of a weak fundamental can be
a position in which one side has a slight initiative, but does not actually have a better pawnstructure or any major static advantages. Frequently in these cases, best play does not lead to
an actual static edge, so we cannot call it a real
advantage. A real advantage has permanency

and a lasting nature to it. If it fades away instantly, it is not a real advantage.
Under a microscope, one can claim an advantage in chess in two main instances:
a) one has a better pawn-structure and the
opponent has specific weaknesses that can potentially be exploited;
b) one has more material for insufficient
compensation.
As a counterexample to the value of material,
doubled f-pawns in a rook endgame are rarely
exploitable. I will group examples of one side
having an advantage due to an exposed king into
the category of having a worse pawn-structure,
because in those cases, the defending side suffers due to lack of pawn-cover, which is a key
role played by your pawn-structure. If one side
has a very weak king, it is almost always related
to the pawns around his king position not defending the king sufficiently, which ties in to the
‘better pawn-structure’ statement. I believe we
should strip away all of the pieces in many instances to look purely at pawn-structures and
talk about pawn-structures in plain and simple
language to give ourselves a clearer idea of the
fundamental workings of the position.
“When you have the advantage, you must attack” is a popular saying. Unfortunately, this is
vague and not particularly descriptive, so it is
worth breaking it down. This is of great importance, because it is a frequently misunderstood
topic for club players. With an objective advantage, in many instances, you have time to play
slowly and exploit multiple weaknesses in your
opponent’s camp because your advantage is not
temporary and going away any time soon. In
positions of pure paralysis for the opponent as
well, more often than not, keeping your bind is
the best way to play. By the same token, in
many endgames, playing for zugzwang is the
only way to win, whereas playing for an attack
will throw away your advantage right away.
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In all of the cases referenced in the previous
paragraph, ‘attacking’ for a direct win would
not be the strongest option. So the general rule
about attacking with an advantage does not
help players develop any kind of deep understanding of what an advantage is. What players
should learn is that when our advantages are
fading, positions become critical, and we need
to play accurately and devote more time than
usual to these kinds of positions. This is important to point out, because it is different from
merely thinking that you need to attack when
you have an advantage. Rather, you need to
play concretely and fight to keep your advantage if it is slipping away. Similarly, if your opponent’s defences are falling apart, in many
cases we should look for a direct win and play
aggressively. If we have a large advantage and
the opponent has a direct threat, then we also
usually have to react to it. Thus, the main cases
when we need to play concretely and very accurately with an advantage are when your advantage is slipping away, when your opponent’s
defences are dramatically weakening, and when
the opponent has a threat that may dramatically
change the evaluation of the position.
Thinking you must attack with an advantage
has almost no value as a general rule, unless
your advantage is purely in dynamic factors
like development. If you have an advantage in
economy of force that is temporary, obviously
you need to exploit that before the opponent has
time to defend properly. That’s rather what the
rule and overall takeaway should be. I never
quite understood the ‘you must’ part of this
phrase. If the advantage is static, why must we
attack? The initiative is a dynamic advantage
that may turn into a real, objective advantage
later. Certainly having the initiative for free is
better than having no initiative at all, but it is
not the same as a real, tangible objective advantage.
A position is equal if one side has no logical
reason to be better. A lot of players don’t realize
that chess has a tendency towards draws and
equality unless there is a genuinely clear reason
why one side is better. Partially in view of this,
the game is extremely logical in the sense that
every advantage has clear explanations for it.

In essence you just try to understand the reasons for why some positions are good for White
or Black and constantly build upon these observations to improve your intuition for how you
quickly evaluate positions. It is a never-ending
process developing your positional understanding and evaluative skills. This is why it is very
interesting to work with a stronger player or
hear how strong players think about positions
that are not immediately obvious to you. They
almost always express some comments about
the position that are evaluative in nature besides
raw moves.
It is disheartening to hear players say something vague along the lines of, “I am better
here because my bishop is a little better than
my opponent’s”. In my experience, such a line
of thinking only confuses them, causes them to
focus on the wrong aspects of the position, and
even causes them to misevaluate positions completely and overfocus on things that do not directly influence the evaluation of the position.
For the sake of simplicity, in this book, my
views will not differ much from how engines
evaluate the importance of an advantage in
terms of how likely it will be in leading to a
win. =, À, Ã, æ, Æ, +ø and ø+ are the most common terms used to evaluate a position. When a
position is approximately equal (=), it means
that one side has no prominent and clear objective reason to be better. Engines give positions
with an advantage below +.30 as equal and between +.30 and +.70 as À (or Ã if that advantage
is for Black). This means that one side has a
slight advantage. At the upper end it is debatable and depends on the exact features of the
position, because many +.60 positions are in
fact positionally won for the stronger side. Positions between +.70 and +1.20 are given as æ
(or Æ if that advantage is for Black), meaning
that one side is nearly winning (or positionally
winning, which very often converts to a win
with objectively best play). An exception is often in pure endgames with a small number of
pieces on the board, when you need a bigger advantage to demonstrate a clear win. With a total
of ten pieces or fewer on the board, if an engine
(assuming 6-man tablebases are in use) does
not find a huge advantage, there is very likely
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not going to be an objective win. Anything
above 1.20 is referred to by the computer as
winning (+ø or ø+). I will be using human
judgement to make all of my evaluations in this
book, yet this is a good rough outline for the
value of an advantage and the likelihood that it
will turn into a win. For engines, trends are
clearly important here, and some scores are
likely to change heavily in one direction or another with more moves included. These statements are assuming rough stability in the scores.
Players often have little idea about the meaning of computer evaluations, so here are some
guidelines on how to interpret engine scores. A
+.50 advantage (with no tablebase hits) is an objective win a little less than 50% of the time,
while a +1.00 advantage wins objectively nearly
80% of the time. +2.00 is closer to 95%, and +3
should be winning in well over 99% of objective
cases excluding a major engine error. Hence,
+.50 usually refers to a meaningful but nondecisive advantage for White (À), while a position that is æ is at least 70% likely to be objectively winning. In practical games between titled
players, if a player obtains a æ position (often
these positions are strategically winning if the
reason for the advantage is structural) and can
maintain it, the defending side very rarely manages to defend perfectly and hold the position, if
it is at all possible.
Here is a simple and clear example demonstrating a major space advantage that leaves the
opponent significantly worse: 1 d4 c5 2 d5 e5 3
e4 d6 4 c4 Ìf6 5 Ìc3 Íe7 6 Íd3 Ìbd7 7
Ìge2 Ìf8 8 Ìg3 Ìg6 9 Ìf5 0-0 10 g3 (D).

B

r+lw-tk+
zp+-vpzp
-+-z-sn+
+-zPzN+-+P+P+-+
+-SL+-ZPZ-+-Z-Z
T-VQM-+R
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The space advantage matters a lot here because it is not going away at any point, White
can build on it with future pawn-breaks, and
Black has a terribly cramped position. If a space
advantage can disappear quickly, it can hardly
be called a real space advantage. If you cannot
make anything of the space or pursue a plan
making use of it, your space also has very limited value. In this case though, White will keep
his pluses and build on them, effectively refuting Black’s set-up.
The following game features a crystal-clear
strategic advantage for White in the early
middlegame that is easy to evaluate and serves
as a good mental anchor to be aware of when
thinking about pawn-structures and space advantages. Petrosian pressed his structural advantage home effortlessly against one of the
greatest positional players of all time.

Petrosian – Botvinnik
World Ch (7), Moscow 1963
When amateur players say “study positional
chess” to other players at chess tournaments,
they often do not clearly understand what they
are saying. They are rarely referring to active
study such as doing positional exercises, or
comparing and contrasting various pawn-breaks
in complex pawn-structures. What they usually
mean is “Study one-sided games where one
player had no counterplay and lost without a
fight due to being statically worse right from
the opening, even though most modern 2400
players do not easily grant such advantages to
the stronger side.” Some of those games are
certainly useful for illustrating the basic point
about what constitutes an advantage. In the current game, Botvinnik essentially loses without
a fight due to his inferior structure that came
about from bad opening play. Most modern titled players can handle a simple, superior position with a clear, basic plan from the white side,
but amateur players should at least be aware of
some of these classic games.
1 c4 g6 2 Ìf3 Íg7 3 Ìc3
3 d4 c5 4 d5 f5 is an interesting fighting variation.
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3...e5 (D)
3...c5 4 d4 cxd4 5 Ìxd4 Ìc6 is a common
modern move-order choice that avoids the Maroczy Bind because White lacks the time to play
e4 and Íe3 due to the immediate pressure on
d4.

5...Ìbc6 6 d3 d6 7 0-0 a5 is also a typical
way to play.
6 d4
6 h4!? h5 7 0-0 Ìbc6 8 d3 d6 is a modern
handling of the position.
6...exd4 7 Ìxd4 Ìbc6 8 Ìxc6 (D)

rslwk+nt
zpzp+pvp
-+-+-+p+
+-+-z-+-+P+-+-+
+-S-+N+PZ-ZPZPZ
T-VQML+R

r+lw-tk+
zpzpspvp
-+N+-+p+
+-+-+-+-+P+-+-+
+-S-+-ZPZ-+PZLZ
T-VQM-+R

W

4 g3
White does not have any real reason to delay
playing d4. 4 d4 exd4 5 Ìxd4 Ìc6 6 Ìxc6
bxc6 7 g3 gives White the best chances of obtaining a slight structural edge from the opening.
4...Ìe7
4...Ìc6 is more flexible if Black intends to
put the knight here anyway.
5 Íg2 (D)
5 h4!? would have been the most awkward
response for Black to counter.

B

rslwk+-t
zpzpspvp
-+-+-+p+
+-+-z-+-+P+-+-+
+-S-+NZPZ-ZPZLZ
T-VQM-+R
5...0-0

B

8...Ìxc6?
Black did not appreciate that he would be
strategically worse in this pawn-structure, which
is similar to a Maroczy Bind, in that the c4-pawn
restricts ...d5 and Black has no obvious breaks of
any kind.
8...dxc6! blunts White’s g2-bishop and prevents him from using d5 as an outpost for the
knight, while also accelerating Black’s development. All this more than compensates for
the structural damage caused by the doubled
pawns. 9 Ëxd8 Îxd8 10 Íd2 Ìf5 is completely fine for Black.
9 0-0 d6 10 Íd2
White intends to play Îc1 on the next move
and ask Black what he is doing in the face of
White’s simple and natural improvement.
10...Íg4 11 h3 Íe6 12 b3
This is the simplest way to cover c4 and also
b2, in case White plays Îc1 and Ìd5.
12...Ëd7 13 Êh2 (D)
White is able to play extremely simply here
to increase his advantage because structurally
he is better, has more space, and has a useful
plan of action with pawn-breaks available on
the queenside. Black has no apparent pawnbreaks to go for and has to sit back and wait.
Recall that in closed and semi-closed positions,
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B

r+-+-tk+
zpzq+pvp
-+nzl+p+
+-+-+-+-+P+-+-+
+PS-+-ZP
P+-VPZLM
T-+Q+R+-

pawn-breaks are often of great importance. Here
Black cannot get any pawn-breaks in and has no
real counterplay. It is important to understand
that there are different categories of space advantages. The most important space advantages
are ones in which you have a definite structural
advantage and the opponent has no way of
changing that any time soon. That is indeed a
static advantage. Things are less clear when the
side with the worse structure has counterplay or
things to attack, or when one side has less space,
but his structure is not necessarily inferior.
13...Îae8 14 Îc1
White is almost done with his development
now, and will soon move the d2-bishop so that
his queen can occupy that square.
14...f5
This looks natural, at least feigning some
threats on the kingside. 14...Íf5 15 Íf4 b6 16
Ìd5 Ìe7 17 Ëd2 À.
15 Ìd5
15 Íe3 b6 16 Ëd2 is another good way to
bring White’s pieces naturally into the game.
15...Êh8 (D)
Black should have tried 15...Ìe5!, trying to
gambit a pawn for clear activity on the kingside. This was his only chance in the game to go
for something. 16 Ìf4 Íf7 and now:
a) 17 Íxb7!? g5! 18 Ìg2 Íh5 19 f3 c6 20
Ía6 f4! 21 gxf4 gxf4 22 Îg1! (22 Ìxf4 Ìxf3+
23 exf3 Íe5 =; 22 Íxf4 Ìxf3+ 23 Îxf3 Íxf3
24 exf3 Îxf4 25 Ìxf4 Íe5 =) 22...Êh8 and a
sharp battle rages on.
b) 17 h4! (White intends the simple Íc3 to
improve his bishop) 17...Ìg4+ 18 Êg1 À.

W
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-+-+rt-m
zpzq+-vp
-+nzl+p+
+-+N+p+-+P+-+-+
+P+-+-ZP
P+-VPZLM
+-TQ+R+-

16 Íe3 Íg8
16...b6 17 Ëd2 Ìd8 18 Îh1 À.
17 Ëd2 Ìd8?!
Black tries to hold his position together by
solid means, but essentially loses the game
without a fight. 17...b6 18 Îfd1 Ìe5 19 Ìc3
Ëd8 20 Ìb5 a6 21 Ìd4 À.
18 Îfd1 Ìe6 19 Ìf4!
White begins targeting the queenside by
concrete means.
19...Ìxf4 20 Íxf4
When you have less space, it is generally a
good idea to trade pieces. In this case, exchanging pieces does not help Black because in the
resulting position White has direct and easy
play and Black is still very cramped.
20...Ëc8 21 h4! Îe7 (D)

W

-+q+-tlm
zpz-t-vp
-+-z-+p+
+-+-+p+-+P+-V-Z
+P+-+-ZP+-WPZLM
+-TR+-+-

22 Íf3!
I hesitate to put exclamation marks on some
of White’s moves here because Black is so
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helpless and White can so easily improve his
position. Black’s helplessness comes from a
lack of targets and a lack of pawn-breaks, while
White has straightforward play on the queenside.
22...Íf7 23 Ëa5! Íe8?
Black misses White’s threat. 23...Ëb8 24 c5
b6 25 cxb6 axb6 26 Ëd2 æ.
24 c5! d5 25 Íd6! Ëd7 26 Íxe7 Ëxe7 27
Îxd5
Being a pawn and the exchange up, the conversion should be quite simple.
27...f4 28 Ëd2
Even more accurate is 28 Îcd1 fxg3+ 29
fxg3 +ø.
28...Íc6 29 Îd3 Íb5 (D)

W

-+-+-t-m
zpz-w-vp
-+-+-+p+
+lZ-+-+-+-+-z-Z
+P+R+LZP+-WPZ-M
+-T-+-+-

30 Îd4! fxg3+ 31 fxg3 Íxd4 32 Ëxd4+
Ëg7 33 Ëxg7+
33 Îd1 Ëxd4 34 Îxd4 Êg7 35 g4 would be
similar to the game, but slightly more accurate.
33...Êxg7 34 Îc2 Îe8 35 Êg2
White calmly brings his king over to guard
e2.
35...Êf6 36 Êf2 Íc6?
This makes the win too easy. 36...Ía6 37 b4
Îe7 38 a4 c6 39 Îd2 Íc4 40 Îd6+ Êe5 41 a5
a6 42 e4 æ is good for White, but there is no
clear way forward.
37 Íxc6 bxc6 38 Îc4 Êe5?!
Now the win is simple due to White’s active
pieces and better structure. 38...Îa8 39 Îa4 a6
40 Êf3 Êe6 41 Îe4+ Êd7 42 g4 +ø.
39 Îa4 Îa8 40 Îa6 Êd5 41 b4 Êc4 42 a3
Êb5 43 Îa5+ Êc4 44 Êe3 a6 45 Êf4 Êd5 46

Êg5 Îe8 47 Îxa6 Îxe2 48 Îa7 Îe5+ 49 Êf4
Îe7 50 Îb7
Now White’s a-pawn is too strong.
50...Êe6
50...h6 51 Êf3 g5 52 hxg5 hxg5 53 Êg4 +ø.
51 a4 Êd7 52 Îb8 1-0
The next example features another very simple position to evaluate from the opening, in
which White has much more central control
and a very easy position to play. Black was trying to create an attack, but had no positional basis to do so and merely weakened his own
position. The game is also interesting because
White did absolutely nothing special to obtain a
large advantage against a relatively strong and
experienced grandmaster.

B. Schneider – Van den Doel
Bundesliga 2013/14
1 c4 e5 2 g3 h5?!
This move can be regarded as somewhat dubious because it gives White a small advantage
in a couple of different ways. Main lines like
2...Ìf6 are objectively much more likely to
equalize.
3 h4!?
This is actually the main line in human
games. 3 Ìf3 Ìc6 4 Ìc3 g6 5 d4 exd4 6 Ìxd4
Íg7 7 Ìf3 À.
3...Ìf6
3...d5 4 cxd5 Ëxd5 5 Ìf3 Ìc6 6 Ìc3 Ëd6 7
Íg2 Íg4 8 d3 grants White a small but safe advantage.
4 Íg2 Ìc6 (D)
4...d5 5 cxd5 Ìxd5 6 Ìc3 Ìb6 7 d3 Íe7 8
Ìf3 gives White a clearly improved version
over a standard English Opening.
5 Ìf3
White intends Ìc3 followed by d4, but 5
Ìc3 Íc5 6 Ìf3 is a more accurate move-order.
5...Íc5
After 5...d5 6 cxd5 Ìxd5 7 Ìc3 Ìb6 8 d3! À
White benefits from not castling (avoiding ideas
like 8 0-0 Íg4 9 Ìh2?! g5), and can expand on
the queenside by a3 and b4 without the slightest
risk.
6 Ìc3 a6

